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MOTION OF LEVEL SETS BY MEAN CURVATURE. II

L. C. EVANS AND J. SPRUCK

Abstract. We give a new proof of short time existence for the classical motion

by mean curvature of a smooth hypersurface. Our method consists in studying

a fully nonlinear uniformly parabolic equation satisfied by the signed distance

function to the surface

1. Introduction

We present in this paper a new, elementary, and fairly concise proof of

short time existence for the classical motion of a smooth hypersurface evolv-

ing according to its mean curvature. In this problem we are given initially a

smooth connected hypersurface To, which is the boundary of a bounded open
set U c R" . We then allow To to evolve in time into a family of surfaces

{TJoo by moving each point on Tt (t > 0) at a velocity equal to (n - 1)

times the mean curvature vector at that point. Our intent is to verify that for

small times at least, the classical motion as thus envisioned in fact exists and

is unique. This assertion was first proved by Gage and Hamilton [4], based on

the the work of Hamilton [5], and we discuss below the relation of our work to

theirs.

This is a companion to our paper [3], wherein we defined and then studied

a generalized notion of evolution via mean curvature, existing for all times

and agreeing with the classical motion, if and so long as the latter exists. This

generalized evolution is constructed in [3] by first building an appropriately

defined unique weak solution of the PDE

(1.1) ut=  (ôij - ^¡¡¡jf) uXlXj    in R» x (0, oo),

(1.2) u = g   onR"x{i = 0}.

Equation (1.1) says that each level set of u evolves according to its mean cur-

vature, at least in regions where u is smooth and \Du\ ^ 0. Given then r0 as

above, we select a smooth function g : R" —> R for which

(1.3) r0 = {xeRn\g(x) = 0}.

We next write

(1.4) Tt = {xeRn\u(x,t) = 0}      (t>0),
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and call the family of sets {Tt}t>o so defined the generalized evolutions by mean

curvature starting from Y0. The rest of [3] is devoted to deducing from the

PDE (1.1), (1.2) various elementary geometric properties of the flow r0 h-> T,
(t > 0). A very similar investigation of this and more complicated problems

has been independently developed by Chen, Giga, and Goto [2].

In this paper we return again to the idea of a studying a nonlinear PDE, a level

set of whose solution evolves via mean curvature. Our idea is first to assume that

To develops by classical mean curvature motion, at least for times 0 < t < to,

and then to derive the PDE verified by d, the signed distance function to the

surface at each time. This turns out to be a fully nonlinear, uniformly parabolic

equation: see (1.9) below. Next we construct for short times a smooth solution

of this equation, subject to nonlinear boundary conditions in an appropriate

region, and then finally verify that our solution is in fact the signed distance

function to a family of smooth surfaces evolving from To by mean curvature

motion.

We proceed now to the heuristic derivation of our PDE. Suppose therefore
we are given the smooth hypersurface T0 = dU as above, a time to > 0,

and a classical evolution {Tt}o<t<t0 °f surfaces developing from To by mean

curvature flow. Then for each time t in [0, to], T, is the smooth boundary of

a bounded open set Ut, which is diffeomorphic to U — t/0 . Define the signed

distance function

M„ ,.    rt_f    dist(x,r,)      (xeR"-Vt),
L5 d(x,t) = i

I - dist(x, Tt)      (x e Ut)

for x G R" , 0 < t < to . By assumption T = Uo<í<í0 ̂ ' x W ^s smootri> and

thus d is smooth in

Q+ = {(x, t) | 0 < / < t0, 0 < d(x, t) < So}

and in

Q- = {(x, t) | 0 < t < t0, -So < d(x, t) < 0}

for ¿o > 0 small enough. Fix any point (x, t) e Q+ . Then provided ¿o > 0 is

sufficiently small, there exists a unique point y e Tt for which d(x, t) = \x-y\.

Let v = Dd be the smooth unit normal vector field pointing from T into Q+ .

As {Tr}o<f<(o moves via mean curvature, we have

dt(x, t) = div(i/)(y, t).

On the other hand the (unordered) eigenvalues of the matrix D2d(x, t) are

Xi = Xi(D2d(x, t)) = -Kil(\ -K¡d(x,t))       (1 <i<n- 1)

Xn=Xn(D2d(x,t)) = 0,
(1.6)

{ki ,..., k„_i} denoting the principal curvatures of Tt at y, computed with
respect to the normal field v . Inverting (1.6) we compute

(l<i<»-l).
'     kid(x,t)-\

Since

div(l/) = -(KX +--- + K„-i),
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we deduce finally

(1.7) dt(x, t) = f(Xx(D2d(x, r)),..., h(D2d(x, t)),d(x,t))

for

(1.8) f(Xl,...,Xn,z) = J2T\-.

The same formula results if (x, t) e Q~ .

Now our PDE (1.7) has the general form

(1.9) dt = F(D2d,d);

and, as / is symmetric in the variables X\, ... , kn, F is smooth. Since

<uo> 5{ = (rrW>0     (1£is")>

equation (1.9) is uniformly parabolic. See Caffarelli, Nirenberg, and Spruck [1]

for more details.

Our plan is to study directly the PDE (1.7), (1.8). For this suppose nqw To
is the smooth connected boundary of a bounded open set U c Rn , and Jet

(1.11) tbOml    dÍSt<^r»)       <***-*>.
v      ; v '    \ -dist(jc,r0)      (xe U)

be the signed distance function. Fix then c50 > 0 so small that g is smppth
within

(1.12) V = {xeRn\-S0<g<ôo},

and write
Q=Vx(0,t0),    l = dVx[0,t0].

In §2 we construct a smooth solution v to the PDE

' vt = F(D2v, v)   in Q,

(1.13) I  \Dv\2 = 1 on!,

v = g on V x {t = 0}

for some small time io > 0 > our argument being in effect a special case qf Jhe

Inverse Function Theorem. We then verify in §3 that

(1.14) \Dv\2=\    inß.

Setting
r, = {xe V I v(x, t) = 0}      (0<i</0),

we deduce from (1.13) and (1.14) that {rr}0<Kr0 is a smooth evolution jqy-

erned by mean curvature and v = d is the corresponding signed distance Iraner

tion.

Section 4 utilizes the PDE (1.7), (1.8) to prove an "instantaneous tearing
apart" assertion for close-by evolving surfaces. Some consequences arg d^

cussed in [3, §8].
As noted, Gage and Hamilton in [4, §2] have previously established the/show-

time existence of the classical mean curvature evolution by studying the degen-

erate parabolic system describing the parametrized surface. As this syste|t} js
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degenerately parabolic, they must appeal to a general theorem of Hamilton [5,

Theorem 5.1] which employs fairly complicated techniques related to the Nash-

Moser Implicit Function Theorem. Our methods are simpler.

2. Solving the nonlinear PDE

Our goal in this section is to construct a smooth solution of the PDE (1.13)

for So > 0 and to > 0 small enough. Let us first of all select ô0 so small that

(2.1) Môo<\

for

(2.2) M = max \D2g\.

Set
G = {R e Snx" , z G R| \z\ < ôo, \R\ < 2M}.

Then since (2.1) implies

\ki{R)z\<\R\\z\<\       (\<i<n)

if (R,z)eG,

(2.3) F(R, z) = f(Xx(R), ... , kn(R), z) = ¿ { ̂ R)z

is defined and smooth on G. Arbitrarily extend F off G to be smooth on all

of Snxn x R, with \F\, \DF\, \D2F\ bounded.

We now check that our PDE is uniformly parabolic near g .

Lemma 2.1. Then exists a constant 8 > 0 so that

(2.4) ^(R,z)t¿j>8\C\2       (¿GR")

in V for each (R, z) eG.

Proof. Fix ¿l eR" and choose then t > 0 so small that (R + tt\ ® £,, z) e G.
Using Courant's minimax characterization we deduce that the eigenvalues can
be ordered so that

Xk(R + tÇ®t)>kk(R)       (k=l,...,n).

Consequently

F(R + tZ®Ç,z)-F(R,z)

= /(..., Xk(R + tÇ®t),..., z)-f(..., kk(R),. ..,z)

"3/ -(..., sXk(R + tÇ®Ç)

+ ( 1 - s)Xk(R) ,...,z) ds[Xk(R + tf ® « - Xk(R)]

> dtrace(R + tC®¿;-R)

for some 6 > 0 by (1.10). Dividing by t > 0 and sending t —► 0+ , we arrive

at inequality (2.4).   D

We will seek our solution v of the PDE (1.13) in the form

(2.5) v = g + th + w,
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where

(2.6) h = F(D2g,g).

Then plugging into (1.13) we compute

wt - aijWx¡Xj +cw = A(D2w ,w,x,t)   in Q

for

(2.7)

and

(2.8)

A(R, z, x, t) = F(D2g + tD2h + R, g + th + z)

BF r)F
F(D2g,g) - i-(D2g, g)ru - ^-(D2g, g)z.

dn dz

a(p,x, t)

We next insert (2.5) into the nonlinear boundary condition from the PDE

(1.13). Recalling that \Dg\2 = 1 and Dg is normal to dV we discover

—— = a(Dw , x, t)   onl,
au

where v is the outer unit normal vector field along £ and

-\\tDh+p\2-tfv    on{d = S0},

\\tDh+p\2-td£      on{d = -ô0}.

Combining everything above, we hereafter seek a smooth function w satisfying

' wt - aijwXiXj +cw = A(D2w , w , x, t)   inQ,

^ = a(Dw,x,t) onl,

, w = 0 on V x {t = 0}.

We intend to solve (2.10) by finding a fixed point of the mapping T defined

by inserting a given function into the nonlinear terms A, a and solving the

resulting linear PDE.

We will work in certain standard parabolic-type Holder spaces. Fix 0 <

a < 1. We define several norms, following Ladyzhenskaja, Solonnikov, and
Ural'tseva [6, pp. 7-8]. Set

\u\<® = sup{\u(x,t)\\(x,t)eQ},

(2.9)

(2.10)

\u\W = \u\M + \Du\M,

\u\^ = \u\^ + \D2u\^ + \u,r,

(u)x   _sup< ^_^ß

rf^sup{|M(x'.f)-y'5)l

(x, t), (y, i)Gß,x^yJ ,

(x, t), (x,s)eQ,t¿s\ ,

for 0 < ß < 1. Then

,(!)u\\ca,u^=\ur+(u)^+(u))2>,
/•1+q\

luW^^-^lu^ + iDup + M} ' (!)

».^ = l,y|(2) ,m ■>2,a(«) (a) Si)
(Q)

u\W + (Du)} 2 > + (D2u)?> + (ut)T + (D2u))2' + (ut)]k(!)
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Note

\\Du\\,+a^-, P^kIU.«,™, INU*,™ < II« i±S,^,

Finally define

c1+- 2 (Q)' »~ ""cr-iiQ)' M-'iic°-ï(e) - """c2^' 2 (Q)'

Ml ,*„ i±2     = inf ^ ||u||  ..„ i±a - I v = « on Z ^ .
1    MC1+°'T"(2) 1"    "c'+a-   i  (Q) '

We consider now the linear, uniformly parabolic PDE

{w, - aijWXiX] +cw = B   in Q,

^ = b on I,

w = 0 on F x {í = 0}.

Suppose as Well

(2.12) è = 0   on«3Fx{i = 0}.

a   _ . 1+g
Lemma 2.2. Assume B e Ca>2(Q),b e Cl+a- 2 (I), and the zeroth order

compatibility condition (2.12) holds.   Then there exists a unique solution w e

C2+a< ̂(g) of the PDE (2.11), with the estimate

(2.13) ||w|| 2+Q242_ <C(\\B\\raa-+\\b\\  1+„ j«    ).v / m     iic2+«>,-|-^ -      vu    lie -?(Q)      h   Mc1+°-   2  (X)y

The constant C does not depend on to.

Proof. Except for the last assertion, this is Theorem IV.5.3 in Ladyzhenskaja,

Solonnikov, Ural'tseva [6, pp. 320-321]. To obtain the statement that the con-
stant C remains bounded even for small 0 < to < 1, we define

ß=Fx(0,l),    ï = dVx(0,l),

~ (B(x,t)     if0<t<t0,

[X'  '     \B(x,to)   ifto<t<l,

b(x,t)    if0<t<t0,

Then

hi     t\ = ib{X>
D[X'l)     \b(x,to)   ifto<t<\.

lÄllc-i(S, = llÄllc-J(fl).    Il*llc-.^m = ll^llc-^d)

Let w e C2+a'~^(Q) solve the PDE (2.11) with Q, Î, B, b replacing Q,

I, B , b . The estimate (2.13) then is valid for w with Q, I replacing Q, X.
Bui w = w on Q, by uniqueness for parabolic equations.   D

We will henceforth work in the Banach space

X = {weC2+a^(Q) |w = 0onFx{i = 0}}.

Given w e X, we set

.. ( B(x,t) = A(D2w,w,x,t),

( '   ' \b(x, t) = a(Dw,x, t)

for A, a defined by (2.8), (2.9). Now write T(w) = w , when w e X solves

the linear PDE (2.11), for B, b as in (2.14). We seek a fixed point of the
mapping T: X —► X. Give r0 > 0, set

r = {wG^||Hlc2+(,,¥    <r0}.
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Lemma 2.3. If to, r0 > 0 are sufficiently small, then

(2.15) T:Y^Y.
Proof. 1. Choose any function w e Y, define B, b by (2.14), and let w e X

solve (2.11). We must show the inequality

(2.16) IMI^.^-^ro

implies

(2.17) ||w|| 2+Q ¿ta- <r0,

provided ro, to > 0 are adjusted sufficiently small.

2. Now (2.8) implies

(2.18)

A(R,z,x,t) = t^r(D2g, g)hXiX] + t-^(D2g, g)h

+ Í (1-J)^—^—(D2g + stD2h + sR, g + sth + sz)ds
Jo orijdrk¡

x (thXiXj + nj)(thXkXl + rk¡)

+ 2 f (1 -g) d       (D2g + stD2h+sR, g + sth + sz)ds
Jo ór i jó z

x (thx¡Xj + ru)(th + z)

+ / (1 -s)—-T(D2g + stD2h + sR, g + sth + sz)ds
Jo oz

x (th + z)2.

Recall also that

(2.19) \\™\\C'-m*CMc'>m^c-.i<äi

for all w,f;GCa'2(ö),and

i-
(2.20) Mc-m^Ct° 2

Then (2.14), (2.18), (2.20) imply

l-

Similarly formula (2.9) implies

(2.21) P*llc<»,!(ü)<C(r02 + ?0   2).

l-g
¿ _i_ ,   2    <(2.22) \\b\\&+a^^<C(r2 + t0

3. Inserting estimates (2.21), (2.22) into (2.13) we discover

(2.23) IMIc2+Q,¥- <C(r2 + t02_ < Cirl + t,Cl+a-^T(Q)

ithe constant C independent of r0 and fo. Let ro < 2ü ■ Then (2.23) gives

ll^|lc2+a,¥(-<f + C^<ro

if to = to(ro) is small enough. This verifies inequality (2.17).   D

Finally we check that T: Y —> Y is a strict contraction.
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Lemma 2.4. If ro, to > 0 are small enough,

(2.24) Ur(tÔi) - r(r¿2)||c2+Q,¥(_ < ¿||t&, - tí>2|lc2+„,¥(ü)

/or a// í¿i , w2 e Y.

Proof. 1. Choose i&i, iû2 G Y ; then

Pi,ta2||cat..ij.ffl)<ib.

Set

(2.25)    {
B\(x, t) = ^(Z)2!?)!, i&i, x, i),    #2(x, /) = A(D2w2, w2, x, t),

b\(x,t) = a(Dwx, x, t), b2(x, t) = a(Dw2, x, t),

and write iui = r(i&i), iü2 = T(w2). Thus lui solves the linear PDE (2.11)
with Bx, bx replacing B, b, and w2 solves (2.11) with B2, o2 replacing B, b .
According to Lemma 2.2

(2.26) ||^i-^2|lc2+Q,2?-)<C(||51-JS2||c<,,í(ü) + ||o1-o2||cl+Q,lía(j:)).

2. Recall that

(2.27) {Q)
< C(ll«llc-.î(ë) + IMIc-?(ß) + 1)ll"-v\\c-Vq)

a   _

if u,v eCa,2(Q) and O is smooth, with DO, Dl<& bounded.

Utilizing then formulas (2.18)-(2.20), (2.27) we compute

(2.28) \\Bx-B2\\ca,i(Q)<C(ro + tl^)\\wx-w2\\cl+a^(Q).

Similarly

(2.29) \\h - b2\\cl+a^^ < C(rQ + t0~^)\\wx - tó2||c2+a, ¥(_ .

Combining (2.26), (2.28), (2.29), we obtain estimate (2.24), provided r0, to > 0
are small.   D

We at last apply Banach's Fixed Point Theorem to establish

Theorem 2.5. If S0, to > 0 are sufficiently small, there exists a unique solution
.,,      2+a   _

vGC2+a'~«2)nC°°(0 of the PDE (1.13).
In particular (D2v , v) e G in Q.

3. Motion of the zero level set by mean curvature

This section we devote to proving that the sets

(3.1) r, = {xeV\v(x,t) = 0}       (0<t<t0)

are in fact smooth hypersurfaces evolving by mean curvature.
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Theorem 3.1. We have

(3.2) \Dv\2=\   inQ.

Proof. 1. Let w = \Dv\2 - 1 G Cl(Q) n C°°(Q). Then

(3.3) w = 0   on I

and

(3.4) w = 0   onFx{i = 0},

according to ( 1.11 ) and the PDE (1.13).
2. Differentiating (1.13) we compute

vtxk = 0J-(d2v > v)vx>xjxk + -q^(d2v » v)yxk       (k=l,...,n).

Thus

(3.5)
w, = 2vXkvXkt

2^(D2v , v)vXkvXkX,Xj + 2^-(D2v , v)\Dv\2

^-(D2v , v)wXiX] - 2^-(D2v , v)vXkX¡vXkXj + 2^(D2v , v)\Dv\

Now

F(D2v,v) = /(..., ki(D2v),...,v)   inQ.

Thus

0.6) %&v..)- §f-,Mi^)..)-¿ (1 _A^;)2.

On the other hand (see Caffarelli, Nirenberg, and Spruck [1])

|£(Z>2«)tW***y = E !£(••• , A,(Z>2t;), ••• . fMKi>2«)2

A       Xi(D2v)2 dF.n2 ....= E(1_A|(jD2^)2 = ä7(^^)   by (3.6).

Consequently (3.5) transforms to read

(3.7) w, = ^(D2v,v)wXlXj+2^(D2v,v)w   inQ.
0 / i j 0 Z

In view of Lemma 2.1 this is a uniformly parabolic equation. As (3.3), (3.4)

assert w = 0 on the parabolic boundary of Q, we deduce w = 0 everywhere

within Q.   D

Owing to (3.1), (3.2) we see that

T = {(x,t)eQ\v = 0}

is a smooth hypersurface in R"+1 n Q and each slice Tt = {x e V \ (x, t) e Q}

is a smooth hypersurface in V.
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Theorem 3.2. The surfaces {r,}o<Kí0 comprise a classical motion by mean cur-

vature starting from To.

Proof. For each fixed t in [0, to], v = Dv is a normal unit vector field to Tt

in R" . In addition the PDE (1.13) implies

vt = Av — div(i/)   on Yt.

However

drv» = -(n - \)H = -(kx + ■■■ + *„_,),

where K\, ... ,k„-\ are the principal curvatures of Yt computed with respect
to v and

H= j—j(kx + --- + k„-X)

is the mean curvature.

Now fix 0 < t < to, x G r,, and evolve the point x according to the
nonautonomous ODE

f x(s) = -[di\(u)p](x(s) ,s)       (s>t),

\ x(t) = x.

Then

-j-v(x(s), s) = - [(Dv • v) ái\(v)](x(s), s) + vt(x(s), s)

= - div(i/) + vt = 0.

Thus
v(x(s), s) = 0       (s>t),

and this implies {r,}o<f<<0 is evolving by mean curvature.   D

4. Instantaneous tearing apart

As a further application of the PDE ( 1.7)—(1.9) we prove in this section that

two distinct smooth surfaces evolving by mean curvature must instantly tear

completely apart, even if they initially touched on a large set.

More precisely, suppose as above T0 is the smooth connected boundary of

the bounded open set U c R" . Assume also that r0 is the smooth connected

boundary of a bounded open subset U c R" and that

(4.1) f0cF.

Thus the surface To lies within the closed region Í7 bounded by To . Suppose

further that

(4.2) fWr0.

Choose next to > 0 so small that the classical evolutions {Tt} and {f,} starting

at To and To , respectively, exist at least for times 0 < t < to .

Theorem 4.1. We have

(4.3) r, n f, = 0   for 0 < t < to.

We see therefore that the two evolutions by mean curvature instantly com-

pletely "tear apart". The point is that the PDE describing evolution by mean
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d(x,t) = l

curvature is "uniformly parabolic along the surface" and thus admits infinite

propagation speed for disturbances. See [3, §8] for some geometric conse-

quences.

Proof. 1. Fix r5o so small that the signed distance function

dist(x, r,)   if x G Ut,

dist(x,r,)   if xeRn-Ut

is smooth in

Q = {(x,t)\-ô0<d(x,t)<ôo,0<t< to}.

(Here Ut is the bounded region enveloped by r,.) As above we have

(4.4) d, = F(D2d,d)   inQ.

Similarly the signed distance

- f -dist(x,f,)   if x eût,
d(x,t) = <

\    dist(x,r()   ifxGR"-^

is smooth in Q, provided ô0, to > 0 are sufficiently small, and f0 is close

enough to T0 . (We denote by Ût the region bounded by f,.) Also

(4.5) d, = F(D2d,d)   inQ

as well.
2. Now since (4.1) holds, we have f, ç Ut for each 0 < t < t0 . Thus d > d

in Q.
3. Set w = d - d . Then

(4.6) tfj>0   inß,    w¿0   onQn{t = 0},

and from (4.4), (4.5) it follows that

(4.7) w, = aijWXiXj +cw   inQ

for

fly =      j^(tD2d + (l-t)D2d,td + (l-t)d)dt
Jo    orij

and

c= f ^(tD2d + (l-t)D2d,td + (l-t)d)dt.
Jo   dz

According to Lemma 2.1 the coefficients ((a¡j)) are uniformly positive definite

if So, to are small enough and To is close enough to To . From (4.6), (4.7) and

the strong maximum principle we deduce that

(4.8) w > 0 in the interior of Q.

Assertion (4.3) follows.

4. In the general case that To verifies (4.1), (4.2), but is not necessarily

everywhere close to T0, we interpolate a smooth surface Io between To and

f0, so that f0 satisfies (4.1), (4.2) and is close to T0 . Then, by steps 1-3,

f, n rf = 0

for all small t > 0, {tt} denoting the classical evolution from r0 . As tt lies

within the region bounded by Yt and Y, lies in the region bounded by Yt,

assertion (4.3) follows in this case as well.   □
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